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Agenda/Deliverables

• Custom login page

• Registration and reset password forms and functionality

• Users groups “DAM Administrators”, “Legal”, “Creative”, etc.

• Strict hierarchy/Folder structure of assets in DAM

• Metadata schemas defined based on Content Type and applied to specific 

folders in hierarchy

• Upload assets into AEM DAM using OOTB functionality
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Custom Login Page 

Issues GMCRDAM-22 US 1.1.1. Custom login page with ability to sign in 
to the system

Deliverable OOTB AEM login page was updated with Sign-up, 
Reset password links and SSO button
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Custom Login Page
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Registration and reset password forms and functionality

Issues GMCRDAM-67 US 1.1.2. User is able to register to the system
GMCRDAM-68 US 1.1.3. User is able to reset his password

Deliverable Registration page was created to provide an ability 
for external users to get access to DAM system.
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Registration and reset password forms and functionality
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Users groups “DAM Administrators”, “Legal”, “Creative”

Issues GMCRDAM-24 US 1.2.1. Admin user role and ability to create / 
manage user groups
GMCRDAM-25 US 1.3.1. Setting up Groups for internal / 
external users by Admin

Deliverable DAM Administrators group is defined and have an 
ability to define permissions for specific folders in 
DAM as well as assign users to specific groups.
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Users groups “DAM Administrators”, “Legal”, “Creative”
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Strict hierarchy/Folder structure of assets in DAM

Issue GMCRDAM-27 US 2.1.4. Provide ability to mark metadata fields as 
editable / not editable
GMCRDAM-28 US 2.1.1. [Stage 1] Defining common (basic) fields / 
attributes for assets
GMCRDAM-30 US 2.1.3. Defining the list of required / not required 
fields and attributes, adding validation rules for fields and attributes
GMCRDAM-31 US 2.1.5. Viewing EXIF/XMP/IPTC metadata for assets
GMCRDAM-38 US 2.4.2. Creating strict hierarchy of assets in DAM 
(folder structure)
GMCRDAM-29 US 2.1.2. [Stage 1] Defining fields for different asset 
types (e.g. brand guidelines, campaigns, marketing, POD, etc.)

Deliverable Basic and content-type specific metadata fields are 
defined for strict hierarchy (folder structure) in AEM 
DAM.
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Strict hierarchy/Folder structure of assets in DAM
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Metadata fields are based on location of asset in 
hierarchy/content-type
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Upload assets into AEM DAM using OOTB functionality

Issues GMCRDAM-39 US 4.1.1. Ingestion of a single asset via UI
GMCRDAM-40 US 4.1.2. Ingestion of assets in bulk via UI
GMCRDAM-41 US 4.2.1. Ingestion of a single asset via Hot 
Folders
GMCRDAM-42 US 4.2.2. Ingestion of assets in bulk via Hor 
Folders

Deliverable DAM Users are able to upload asset using OOTB 
functionality.
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Rest of the issues

Issues GMCRDAM-170 [Login page]: SSO Button layout is incorrect
GMCRDAM-179 GMCRDAM-22 [login] Keurig logo is missing on 
the login page
GMCRDAM-180 [Build deploy] Failed if package contains 
permission items
GMCRDAM-184 [ENV][Configuration] Publish instance isn't 
deployed
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Thank you!


